Winnebago County LF - License No's 611 & 3175: Annual Waste Tonnage to 2016

- **Total Waste Tonnage**: Sum of Waste Categories 1 - 6 and 19 - 28
- **Decomposable Waste Tonnage**: Sum of Waste Categories 1, 3, 5 & 6

Winnebago County LF - License No's 611 & 3175: Modeled Landfill Gas Generation & Measured Extraction to 2016

- **Modeled Gas Generation**: $K = 0.04$, $Lo = 100$
- **Gas Extracted Total**: Pt 350 and 650
- **Modeled Gas Gen - Recirculation**: includes modeled effect of recirculation approved in 2006

Please understand that the gas generation curve above was prepared using a computer model and general assumptions that may under or overestimate gas generation for this particular landfill. For more information on the model and how it's been used, please consult the text of this web page.